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IMMEDIATE DIR CITE MEXI 7029

REF: MEXI 7014 (1W 66781)*
MEXI 7019 (1W 66846)**

FOLLOWING PERSONS FLEW MEXI TO U.S. WHO MIGHT BE IDENTICAL
WITH LEE HENRY OSWALD:

A. MEXICANA FLT 800 TO CHICAGO 1 NOV, LEE MARTIN
B. SAME FLT 12 NOV, WILFORD OWALDT
C. BRANIFF FLT 50 TO SAN ANTONIO 8 NOV, WILLIAM OSWALD.

SECRET

C/S Comments: *Requested priority pouch photo Oswald so that Station can check all
recent coverage for identity. Forwarding exact copy of only visitor to New York 26
Oct, who could be identical with Oswald.
**Station has photos same unidentified American type who is possibly Oswald entering
Cuban Embassy on 15 Oct.